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The thesis deals with the emission spectra of 
chlorine, bismuth monochloride md bismuth monobromide mole-
cules and is divided into five chapters. 
Chapters I and II deal with the emission spectrum 
of chlorine excited in the presence of argon. Two band sys-
tems were oDtained in the region 2600 - 2390A and 2365 -
2239A. As many as about 200 bands are obtained in the sys-
tern 2600 - 2390A as against only 24 bands obtained by 
Elliott in the excitation by active nitrogen. The system 
A. 
2365 - 2239A is new. Both the systems are analysed for 
the first time and the vibrational constants given. These 
systems are found to be analogous to the 2950 - 2670A and 
2660 - 2590A systems of bromine. Both the systems are pho-
tographed with a 21-ft grating spectrograph. 
Chaptef.:.^ i;Ei deals with the experimental data and 
the vibrational analysis of the band system 6170 - 4220A 
obtained by exciting BiGl^ vapour with an oncondensed tran-
sformer discharge. As many as 390 bands are obtained in 
the present experiments as against only 140 bands obtained 
by earlier workers either in absorption or in emdission by 
arc flame. The earlier work on this molecule in absortion 
e>u.t 
was carried.in a tube open to atmosphefe while the earlier 
work in emission was done in flame open to atmosphere. A 
vibrational analysis of the bands obtained is given which 
is supported by the probable isotopic shifts observed. 
u 
It was found that tlie constants obtained by Morgan with the 
addition of the cubic term for the upper state explain prac-
tically all the bands observed. 
Chapter lY deals with the rotational structure of 
four bands and the probable electronic terms involved in 
the band system 6170 - 4220A of BiCl. The rotational 
structure of the BiCl molecule has been observed and stu-
died for the first time. The rotational analysis gives the 
rotational constants, the vibrational-rotational-interact-
ion constants as well as the internuclear distance for 
the upper and lower electronic states. The study of the 
rotational structure along with a detailed discussion of 
the electronic configuration enabled the determination of 
the probable electronic transition in the band system. 
Chapter Y deals with the emission spectrum of 
BiBr obtained by exciting BiBr^ with an uncondensed trans-
former discharge. In the band system 5710 - 4650A as many 
as about 240 bands are obtained in the present experiments 
as against only 61 bands recorded by Morgan in absorption. 
All the bands obtained have been analysed and the proba-
ble dissociation energies of the upper and lower states 
are obtained, 
The different chapters in the thesis are written 
in a form suitable for publication. They will be submitt-
ed separately for publication during the next few weeks. 
Each chapter contains a separate introduction and a sepa-
rate abstract. A general introduction is not therefore 
given. 
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CHAPTER I. 
Emission spectrum of chlorine excited In the presence of 
ASGOH. 
Part I. 
The Band system in the region 26Q0~2390A. 
Emission Spectrum of Chlorine Bxcited in The 
Presence of Ar^on. 
Part I: The Band system in the Region 2600 - 23901^. 
Abstract. 
The spec^riun of chlor ine exci ted in the presence 
of argon has been photographed with a 21-f t g ra t ing spectro-
graph in the f i r s t o rde r . Two band systems i n the region; 
2600-2390A and 2365-2239A are observed. The wavelengths 
and the wavenumbers of a l l t h e bands i n the system 2b00 -
239OA are g iven. The v i b r a t i o n a l scheme along with the 
corresponding Fra&c-Condon parabola i s a lso given. The 
ana lys i s suggests t h a t the lower s t a t e of t h e system i s 
the*7r( 0,t) s t a t e e s t ab l i shed by E l l i o t t a t 11658 cm"'' and 
t h a t the upper s t a t e i s a t 57773 cm"' . The v ib r a t i ona l 
cons tants obtained are ^« =: 246,6 cm-1, 6J.'>(,'SS 0,615 cm"', 
eoj' « 255.2 cm-1. Hr<= 5.5 cm-S ^/'a? =0.0155 cm"" and 
%"i;'= 0.00115 cm-T. ^ 
Introduction, 
The emission spec;ferum of chlorine excited by 
means of a transformer discharge or a high frequency elec-
trodeless discharge is knov/n to show a set of discrete ban-
ds in the region 6000 - 3900A and groups of continua in the 
region 3100 - 1850A. After a study of the totational 
structure of &iSi of the discrete bands in the visible, re-
1 -? gion, Elliott and Cameron "^  attributed the discrete 
bands toythe CI2 molecule. They were, however, able to 
put only half of the bands observed into a vibrational 
scheme. Haranath and Rao^ are of the opinion that these 
discrete bands belong to four sub-systems. The discrete 
bands are being worked out in this laboratory with the 
higher orders of a 21-ft grating spectrograph and the re-
sults obtained will be reported separately. The groups 
of continua were explained by Yenfcateswarlu as arising 
due tolbransitions from upper stable states to different 
3 
iinstable s t a t e s d i s soc i a t i ng in to 2 + 2__ normal chlorine 
atoms. 
Cameron and U l l i o t t ^ exc i t ed chlorine in the pre-
sence of ac t ive n i t rogen and repor ted 24 narrow diffuse 
bands superposing the o r ig ina l ch lor ine continuum in tbe 
region 2580-2400A. 
Iodine and bromine when exc i t ed without the pre-
sence of a foreign gas are known t o show groups of broad 
di:ffuse bandt- ^"'^ which are due to t r a n s i t i o n s from upper 
s table s t a t e s to lower unstable s t a t e s . d i s s o c i a t i n g i n to 
''^2 + '^2 n e u t r a l atoms. I t i s a l s o known t h a t when these 
gases are exc i t ed in the presence of argon, the groups 
of diffuse bands fade away and new d i sc r e t e band systems 
show up. Sour such band systems we3:e obtained e a r l i e r i n 
'in i i 12—14 
iodine'^"" ' and ttiree r e c e n t l y in bromioe • Because 
of these i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s in ioaine and bromine, one 
i s n a t u r a l l y tempted to expect s imi la r r e s u l t s in ch lo r ine . 
The spectrum obcained by e x c i t i n g chlor ine in the presence 
of argon i s , t h e r e f o r e , s tudied and the r e s u l t s obtained 
are discussed in t h i s chapter . 
iaxi;eriiHental Defeaile. 
Chlorine vapur was exc i t ed in the presence of 
argon by an uncondensed transformer discharge. The d i s -
charge tube , having n ickel e l e c t r o d e s , was 40 cms in 
length and 0 .8 cms in diameter and was made of pyrex 
g l a s s , ^m end of i»t was f i t t e d with a quartz window and 
at the other end a side tube containing anhydrous cupric 
4-
ciiloriufi waa a t t a c b e a . i'Jae dischargtj tuoe was t ed with 
tbe ciilorine gas prepared by neat in^ anhydrous cupric 
chlor ide with an e l e c t r i c furnace t o the temperature of 
nearly 500^C» iirgon marked s p e c t r a l l y pure was obtained 
from Oxygen iicetylene Company; 
I t was found tha t as the pressure of argon in 
the discharge tuhe 4rs increased, o r ig ina l d i sc re t e hands 
of chlor ine a t 6000-3900A and t te group of diffuse hands 
a t 3100-16^0 A %G aown in i n t e n s i t y ana new spectrum 
appear£^' By aa jus t ing the r e l a t i v e pressures ox are,on 
and chlor ine inside the discharge tube , i t was possible 
to e l iminate the o r ig ina l spectrum (except for f a in t t r a -
ces aTi toi xiiteaso j^oii,ions; anu. oucain Oiilj 'Cho new spoco-
rum. when lon^ exposui'es were nfceuea, i t v^ as xouna nece-
ssary to cool the discharge tube with a table fan and 
f lush the tube with f resh samples of chlorine and ar^on 
a f t e r every b hourb, so as to avoid thB continuum that 
overlaps the new systems. 
Two band systems are obtained. One i s a stron^: 
and extensive system in the region 2000-2390 A and tbe 
otner i s a weak system in the region 23o5-2239 A» I t 
was found t h a t these s^^stems could be well oeveloped by 
adjus t ing the pressures of the cons t i t uen t gases such 
tha t the discharge was bluish-white in colour . I t may 
De iuentionea tnat the r e l a t i v e pressures as© uoh Jiaeasuxed 
in these experiments, but i t fcsr e stimated t h a t the p res -

















































The spectrum was photographed f i r s t on a Hilger 
Mediiam Quartz Spectrograph and then on/21- f t . gra t ing 
spectrograph in the f i r s t order . Fig I shows the en-
largements of the spectrum obtained with the 2 i - f t . gra-
t i ng spectrograph. The band system 2600-2^90 A only wi l l 
he discussed in t h i s chapter . The bands of t h i s system 
in general appear t o be degraded towards longer wage-
l e n g t h s . There are a l s o a number of bands for which the 
degradation i s not c l e a r . The wavelengths and wave-
numbers of the band heads are given in table I along with 
t h e i r es t imated r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s , -^s the band heads 
are not very sharp, the e r r o r in the measurements of t h e i r 
pos i t ions may be about ^^ cm"" .^ The wavelengths of the 
24 narrow diffuse bands obtained with a low disparrsion 
instrument by Cameron and El l io t t -^ in t h i s region by ex-
c i t i n g chlorine in the presence of ac t ive n i t rogen are 
a l so included i n / t a b l e f o r comparison. I t appears l i ke ly 
t h a t in the experiments of Cameron and E l l i o t t , the new 
extensive band system was j u s t beginning to show up and 
the continua were beginning^ to go down in i n t e n s i t y . The 
occurrence of t h i s system in the e x c i t a t i o n by act ive n i -
trogen sugges t s , as pointed out by Cameron and i i l l i o t t , 
t h a t the emi t t e r of the system i s very l i k e l y 01 and not 
Cl2« 5}his system appears to be analogous t o the 3450-
5040 A system of iodine'^'^ and 2950-2670 A system of bro-
mine f 
Vibra t iona l •ti.nalysis of the band system 2600-2590A. 
The Desland3?es so he re for the band system in the 
TABLE I, 
Wavelengths, waveniimbers and relative intensities of the 
bands in the system 2600 - 2390A. 
(aM^ VDyv4.J%tt_ ^  ^ «f^^t i"^b%li% (cuv.e.Nc^ e^ffiuitt _ ^^^^^ £rtM±-i^4 
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region 2600-2^90 A i s given i n t ab le I I and tiie correspon-
c ding Frank-Condon parabola in t ab l e I I I , ^a can be seen 
from table I I , t h e / ^ G ( v + ^) va lues obtained for tbe 
lower s t a t e of t h i s system are in good agreement with those 
obtained by E l l i o t t ' ^ for the upper s t a te of tbe v i s ib le 
absorption bands of ch lo r i | i e . A l l the bands could be 
f a i r l y well represented by the formula 
1) = ^ 1 1 5 +(246,6v» -0 .615 v^) - (255.2 v" - 5.5 v 
-0,0155 v^ +0,00115 v*^  ) 
The <£SG(v + 1/2) values ca lcu la ted from the v ib ra t iona l 
cons tan ts oi t h i s formula are included in t ab le I I t o 
f a c i l i t a t e ccmparison with the corresponding observed 
va lues . The lower s t a t e of the system i s very l i k e l y 
the ^77" (O^js ta te a t 17658 cm"'' e s t a b l i s h e d by i l l l i o t t ' ' ^ 
from which the pos i t ion of the upper s t a t e comes out t o 
be 57785 cm-1. 
I so top ic S h i f t s . 
There are three i so top ic species Gl^^ CI , 
01^^ Cl^'^ and Cl^^ Cl^ *^ for the chlor ine molecule with 
the na tu ra l abundance r a t i o of 9,9 ; 6 .5 : 1 . The bands 
corresponding t o Cl^' ' Cl^'' are supposed t o be extremely 
weak to be observable with any c e r t a i n t y . I t i s expec-
ted t h a t tiae bands corresponding t o Gl-^-' Cl^^ w i l l be 
accompanied by bands corresponding t o Gl^^ CI^7 ^yith 
a corresponding i n t e n s i t y r a t i o of 1,57 : 1 . I f one 
assumes tha t t i e v i b r a t i o n a l ana ly s i s shown in table I I 
corresponds t o Cl^^ Cl^^ molecule, about 46 bands can be 
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accounted to have isotopic components corresponding- to 
CI'-' Cl'^  . T-'ble TY sLowa the observed and calculated 
values for the prooable isotopic displacements. All the 
isotopic components can also be fitted well in the vibra-
tionoischeme of CI' CI*' with different (v', v") values 
end are also shown as such in table II, It is probably 
because of such overlapping that the relative expected 
intensity variation of 1,57 : 1 is not maintained in 
table IV and therefore the identification of the isoto-
pic displacements can not be said to be completely un-
ambiguous. 
The Electronic Transition In-olved, 
The lower state of this system is the ^7T C^u) 
state with the elect_onic confi .juration <^ ''^•t ^ ^-f ^ j^ • 
It is difficult to^ay with certainty which electronic term 
is actually inv^ved for the upper state unless the rota-
tional structure of the band system is worked out. The 
plates taken v/itii the 1st and 2nd orders of a 21-ft gra-
ting spectrograp/; in the present experiments do not reveal 
the necessary rotational structure, 
Hov/ever, follov;ing the term scheme developed by 
i'iUlliken tint iodine molecule and extended by Asundi and 
n 
Venkateswarlu for bromi-qeand chlorine molecules, one can. 
see tha.t the configuration that gives stable ^gerade*'states 
arauiid 50,000 cm~'^  to 60,000 cm""* is <^^ flZ'V^"A^ which 
gives the electronic states "^ E.! 'KP^ h ^•> '"-Z C'-^ >^'-^ -^  <^^ ^-^ ; 
Of these, the last term is not expected to combine with 
Iz 
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f J-^^ r^' c >^^.; 
V' , V" 
9 , 21 
0 , 3 
9 , 18 
9 , 16 
10 , 19 
0 , 2 
11 , 24 
10 , 18 
11 , 22 
11 , 21 
11 , 20 
11 , 19 
12 , 24 
12 , 23 
9 , 13 
8 , 1 1 
11 , 18 
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^iTCOt) state wltii any appreciable intensity as the tran-
sition is prohibited for case C type coupling. Venkateswarlu 
and Verma attributed "^  211 (Oj«'L) , ' l ^ ^ ^ 3 ) ^^ "^ ^^  upper 
states of the band systems 3150 - 2970A and 2950- 2670A 
respectively in the bromiiaemolecule. The present 2600-2390A 
system in chlorine appears to be analogous to thet 2950-2670A 
system of bromise and therefore the ':£' C^^/ term can pro-
bably be attributed to the upper state of the system. Thus 
the probable transition in the emission of the present band 
system in chlorine may be written down as 
16 
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CHAPTEH II. 
Imission spectrum of chlorine ezcited in the presence of 
Argon« 
Part II. 
The Band system in the region 2365-2239A. 
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lilmission Spec brum of Clilorine j:;xclted in Tne 
Presence of Ar,£;on, 
Par t I I : Tiie Ban,d System in the Region 2365 - 2239A. 
Abstract 
The weal-c band system in the region 2365-2239A 
i s discussed i n t h i s chapte r . The wavelengths end the 
wavenuiiibers of the be^nds photo^^r-.phed v/ith the f i r s t order 
of a 21-ft g ra t ing spoctrograph axe rgcorded. The vibra -
t i n a l analysiv^ of the- bsjids and t :-eir corresponding in ten-
s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n are also given. The ana lys i s shows tha t 
the lower s t a t e of the system i s the same as tha t of the 
2600 - 2390A. system discussed in the e a r l i e r chapter and 
i s the-^TTC^ct) . e s t ao l i sehd by E l l i o t t a t 17658Gm, . The . 
c a s t a n t s of the upuer s t a t e are ' fs = 251.? cm", rjctJfs'= O.S12cm~ 
'*T» = 61290 Cm"' 
Introduction, 
Chlorine v/hen excited In. the presence of argon 
j'.as been stated in the earlier chapter to give two band 
systems: (1) a strong and extensive system in the region 
2600 - 2390A^(2) a wealc system in the region 2365 - 2239A. 
The experimental data and the vibrational analysis of the 
bajid system i.; the region 2600 - 2390A is given in the 
earlier chapter. The present chapter deals v;iti. the b?and 
system in the region 2365 - 2239A. 
Bxperimoatoii Data and Vibrational Analysis. 
Using tiie same experimental set up as described 
in the earlier onapter, the band system was recorded with a-
Hilger Medium Quartz Spectrograph as v/ell as with a 21-ft 
grating spectrograph ixi the first order. The wavelengths 
and waveniimbers of t'-Q band headu are given in Table I 
along ,;ith their vioually estimated relative intensities. 
1 ^ 
TABLE I . 
,'avelexigtiis, v/avenumbers and r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s of the bands 














































































































































































2 3 2 5 . 3 
2 3 2 4 . 4 
2 3 2 3 . 3 
2 3 2 2 . 8 
2 3 2 1 . 6 
2 3 2 1 , 1 
2 320.9 
2 3 2 0 . 3 
2 3 1 9 . 4 
2 3 1 7 . 5 
2 3 1 6 . 7 
2 3 1 5 . 9 
2 3 1 5 . 4 
2 3 1 4 . 9 
2 3 1 4 . 1 
2 3 1 2 . 5 
2 3 1 0 . 9 
2 3 1 0 . 3 
2 3 1 0 . 0 
. 2 3 0 9 . 6 
2 3 0 7 . 8 
2 3 0 6 . 8 
2 3 0 6 . 2 
2 3 0 4 . 4 
2 3 0 3 . 7 
2 3 0 3 . 0 

























































2 3 0 2 . 1 
2 3 0 1 . 4 
2 2 9 3 . 9 
2 2 9 7 . 4 
2 2 9 6 . 5 
2 2 9 6 . 0 
229-^.6 
2 2 9 3 . 6 
2 2 9 2 . 1 
2 2 9 1 . 2 
2 2 9 0 . 4 
2 2 8 9 . 7 
2 2 8 9 . 1 
2 2 8 8 . 6 
2 2 8 7 . 3 
2 2 8 6 . 7 
2 2 8 5 . 9 
2 2 8 5 . 4 
2 2 8 4 . 2 
2 2 8 3 . 5 
2 2 8 2 . 5 
2 2 3 1 . 3 
2 2 7 8 . 6 
2 2 7 3 . 0 
2 2 7 6 . 9 




























h'-U-U-J (^C <ry-^^-i. ) 
A • ^ ^ A-
0 
r\'-\'-! r^ r 
2271.0 
^^ ' ^ T ' s -1 
'-^ '-% / r !-^ A 
ClC.' i'J * C 
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/ /• 1 '^^ 
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.n27 
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[The band heads in general appear to be degraded towards 
siiDrter wavelength^ though there are a number of bands 
for which the degradation is not certain. As the bands 
are quite weak, the error in the measurements of the po-
sitions of Ihand heads may be estimated to bet3 cm , 
The vibrational scheme of the band system and 
the corresponding intensity distribution are given in 
Tables II and III. TheAG"(v + 1/2) values obtained for 
2600 - 239OA system discussed in the earlier chapter. 
All t-Lxe bands could be fairly well represented by the 
formula 
1> = 43632-t- (261.5V- 0.812v'^)-(255.2v--5.5v"^-0O155v"^ 
+ 0.00115v"'^) 
The constants used for the lower state of this 
system are the same as those used for the lower state of 
the 2600 - 239OA band system,which in turn are fairly 
close to thase obtained by Elliott-^ for the^TT (o*) state 
-1 
at 17658 cm from the vibrational analysis of the visible 
absorption bands of chlorine. fit appears that it would 
be useful to clarify the confusion that has probably led 
to the listing of different vibrational constants for the 
7T(0j^ )state in the literature by different people, 
Elliott in his first paper on the absorption spectrum of 
chlorine gave the rotational analysis for three bands hav-
ing origins at 19258 cm~\ 19389 cm"'' and 19509 cm"'' and 
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(2 , 18) and (2 , 19) res^;9ct lvely. He mesBurecl also the 
r64a t iona l inotopic ch i f t for the second of these bands 
aiir. gs,ve 19379.4 cm" GB the o r ig in of the ieo topic b.and. 
"O -1 irge"" in h i s paper presented at the Ajneri.cah Ihiysical 
Cocie t j ni8eti:ij on hcc 7 th , .1929, s t a t ed th;vt to e>:j)l-:j.r) 
is(fcpr)ic ef:; ect i t i€ neoesBary to decreaL-.e E l l i o t t ' s Y' 
3 liur^Deriiij^ hy 2 u n i t s . Later lillj.ott''^ did fur ther G:q)eri-
laental vrork and obtair-od the r o t a t i o n a l constants of four 
Eiore b,ands a t t r i b u t e d to Gl Cl"'' vd.th band o r ig ins a t 
V?^a^T9- cm ' , 18076.1 cm \ 18250.4 cm ' and 18840.2 Cm ' . 
lie analysed alsoftlie r o t a t i o n a l s t r uc tu r e of two v/ealc bands 
-1 -1 
v/hich have origins at 17892.5 cm smd 13837.6 cm and 
v/hich have been attributed to Gl^^ Cl_^ .^~ Elliott states 
in his second paper t::-at Birge had shovm from his (Elliott's) 
new data that the bands originally designated a:; (2,17), 
(2, 18) and (2, 19) have to bo redesigns-ted as (1, 11), 
(1, 12) and (1, 13). Adopting this change, Elliott as:ign-
ed the trajisitions (2, 6), (2, 7), (2, 8) and (2, 12) to 
-1 -1 
the bands havin - the origins at 17390.9 cm , 18076.1 cm , 
- 1 - 1 
18250,4 cm cJia 18840.2 cm . The ./ealc bands with orlgirss 
a.t 17892.5 cm""^  and 18837.6 cm"'' were a t t r i b u t e d to the 
Cl^^ C^-2U laoiecule witl. the t r a n s i t i o n s ( 2 , 6) and (2f 12) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
On t l i i s ba,sis he gave the vibra, t ional assignment 
of a l l the s.b:_orption bands and showed t h a t the assignment 
2 \«;ar; supported by the i so ton ic s h i f t s observed. Bi rge ' s 
t a l k a t the American Physical Society meeting was based 
y/t 
only on the first published data of Elliott and the oor-
rection v/as appareaitly meant to be ap-;:lied for the v* 
nmubering of Elliott in his first paper. 7fith his nev; 
data later obtained, Elliott in consultation v/ith Bir^ -e 
deereaaed each v' numbering by J (not ^oj 2 as originally 
su,:gested by Birge) and v" nuiaberin^ ; by 6, Ho further 
change was necesBsxj in his v'jV" numoering. V/eizel \ 
hov;ever, applied Birge's original suggestion to Elliott's 
revised data and decreased the v' numbering by 2 units. 
The isitwnic shifts calculated according to Weiael's an.a-
lysis ara given for coiapaxison in Tabic 3^ 51 along with 
that of Elliott's observed 8.nd calculated shifts. It is 
evident that ¥eizel's analysis is v;rong which is because 
of the unnecet'sary correction he applied to the numbering 
given in Elliott's revised anal/sis. Eerzberg', probably, 
did not talce note of this fact v/Mle listing the constants 
given by V/eiael in his (Ferjerg's) boolc. { 
Assuming that the lower state of the system is 
^'/T CO^) established '^oj Elliott at 17658 cm" , the posi-
tion of the upper state comes out to be 61290 cm 
Isotopie Shifts. 
If one assumes that tne vibrational ajialysis 
shorwn in Ts.ble II corresponds to CI'" Gl- ' molecule, 
abut 30 bands of that table can be accouiited to have 
3^ 37 isitopic components corresponding to CI ' CI . Table 
V shov/s the observed and calculated values for the 
^ ' v > 
TABLJO IV. 
Z^O^ E l l i o t t ' s A>' 'we i ae l ' s AV 
Clqi-Cloc Oloc-Clq7 olDserved assin.G"ment ( c a l c u l a a s s i g n - ( ca l cu 
•^ •^  ' ^ .5? ^? - t e d ) from merit. l a t e d ) 
Elliott's from 
V..A.f V ' ' i ' assignment Weizel's 
assign-
ment * 
19389.0 19379.4 +9.6 1 , 12 +10.1 1, 10 +5.4 
17890.9 17892.5 -1.6 2 , 6 -1.6 2,4. -6.8 
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probable isotopic displacements. All the isotopic compo-
nents can also be fitted v;ell in the vibrational scheme 
of 01""^  Cl'-^  molecule v;ith different (v', v") values and 
are alsashown as such in Table TI. As in the case of 
the band system 2600 - 2390A discussed in the earlier 
chapter, it is again because of such overlapping that the 
identification of the isotopic band heads can not be said 
to be unambiguous. 
2-9 
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GHAPIBR III, 
Bmlssion spectrum of Bismuth Monochloride. 
Part I. 
Yibrational analysis of the 6170 - 4220A 
system. 
.ETTiigpion Speetriim of Bismuth. :io,"-.ocIiloride« 
P a r t T: Yi'brationcxl •\P2-TysiF- of t h e 6170 - 4220 A Systetr 
c 
Ab^tra/ t . 
Bismutli chloride he.B be^n e citpd in a running 
condition v/lt. an uncondensed transformer diBchar^e, About 
390 bands are observed in the present experiments of which 
only 1A0 were reoor(3ed hj earlier workers either in absorp-
tion or iii flajtne spectra. The vibrational constants obtai-
ned are the saone as those obtained by Morgan from absorption 
experiments except for tiie addition of a cubic term for" the 
upper state. It appears quite li ely that the UDper state 
of the system dissbciatoj into '^SL(^^a/j,) + t'^(^^tfjL- ^ '^^^^^'^^ 
while the lower state, which is probably the ground"state 
dissociates into t ^ci^^^j^ ) -5- Cl( ^ F ^ ^ ) . The rough 
values of the Dissociation energies obtained by extrapola-
tions are Do' = 3750 Cn^ "' and Do" = 24614 Cm-''. 
Introduction. 
Visible bands in the rogion 4300 - 5400A attri-
buted to bismuth monochlorlde are well known from a long-
•1 
time back. Saper excited the vapour of bismuth trichlo-
ride in active nitrogen and analysed the bands in the re-
gion 4300 - 54OOA as emitted by the diatomic bismuth mono-
chloride molecule. His analysis v/as confirmed by the obser-
ved isotopic shifts which tallied fairl2/ v/ell with those 
ixc 2 
calculated from BiCl molecule. Ghosh , however, rephoto-
graphed the bands lying in the region 4300 - 6600A by feed-
ing the carbon arc with metallic bismuth or bismuth trichlo-
3 
ride and attributed them to the Bi© molecule. Ilorgan-^  
studied bismuth halides extensively by taking the absorp-
tion spectrum of all of them. Halogens were passed over 
molten masafoi bismuth which was placed inside the furnace 
^ _ oho, 
heated unto 900 - 1400 G. He obtained all the systems by 
placing the halides also- inside the furnace. Tv/o systems 
one in the regioxi 5400 - 4300A and the other lying in the 
re-ision 4000 - 3600A v;ere obtained in the Bismuth monochlo-
ride molecule. He noticed the isotopic shifts of the right 
magnitude for the band heads ol BiCl and BiBx molecules. 
The presence of isotopic shifts in addition to the presence 
of analogous sv;.terns in all the halides led him to conclude 
that these bands ere due to bismuth hali.des. 
Hay further studied the spectrum of bismuth mono-
chloride in absorption and also in emission by feeding the 
carbon arc with bismuth trichloride. lie confirmed the for-
mula proposed by Morgan" for the less refrangible system 
and showed that the emitter of the system is BiGl molecule. 
However, in the ex:r)eriments of all the workers 
«»-iSpg^ mentioned there was a possibility of the presence of 
differ-ent impurities as the experiments were conducted in'f'he 
open atmosphere. Therefore, it w s felt necessary to obtain 
th^se bands using a discharge tube avoiding the presence 
of atmospherec gases and thus to give a much more experijnen-
taj. proof for them. As no rotational structure was obser-
ved and analysed^ so far for this molecule, it 4-s* expected 
A 
that such a v/oric will help us tc^determine the rotational 
ooiistants aiid the electronic transitions involved. lurther 
i t was also expected ttiat tlie tran;-;,former discharge might 
gi e ifio'^ *'numb-=!r of new bands which might helii us to extend 
and improve tlae Yibrational analysis. 
The experiments performed v;ere found i;o be quite 
succes; iul to develop the system 6170 - 4220A extensively. 
The present chanter deals with the vibrational analysis of 
the bands so developed and the rotational analysis is dis-
cussed in t'-e next chapter, 
B xy er imen t al De t ai1s > 
The dischar[;e tube, h^ v^ing cylinderioal nickel 
electrodes placed coaxially rilong the lenjfch of the dis-
charge tube, was 40 cms in longth and 0.8 ems in uisiaeter. 
The discharge tube was continuously pumped out from one 
end of it through a stop-cock whereas at the other end of 
it a side tube coiitainiug bismuth trichloride was attached. 
Since BiCl-, is hygroscopic, it was dehydrated completely 
before starting the experiment. 
The vapour v/as excited by 2Ji uncondensed trans-
former discharge applying 15 K.V. with a Hilger 1/4 K.w. 
power transformer. The dische.rge tube near the electrodes 
as ?7ell as the side tubes containing the sample were heat-
ed continuously by a Bunsen burner so as to maintain a suffi-
cientlyhigh ;ressuro of the vapour. The sample obtained from 
two different sources i.e. B.h.H. and ii.Merck was tried. 
The colour of the discharge was intense greenish blue. The 
less refrangible system in the region 6170 - 4220A was ob-
tained. The otner system lying on the shorter wavelength 
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9L9l_c 
3Z ^ 
not excited in the present experiments. 
'Diie spectrnm was first taken on a tliree prism 
.2I...SS Zeiss Spectrograph having a dispersion of 11.4.1°/ia.si. 
at 4800A add then on the first and seoond orders of a 
21-ft grating spectrograph (ojagle mounting) with a disper-
sion ^ 2.3A?^.m, and 1.25A°/ia.m. respectively. The spect-
rum obtained from the three prism glass spectrograph was 
foand^ suitable for vibtational analysis. Spectrogram 
t.dten on the three prism glass spectrograph along with that 
talcen on the first order of a 21-ft grating spectrograph 
are shov/n iu Pig, I. One to tv/o hours exposures were need-
ed tod:ecord the spectrum on the three prism gl;T.ss spectre-
grj^ ph, whereas six hours v/ere needed in the case of the 
21-ft grating spectrograph. Measurements of the plates 
talcen were carried out witL. a Zifltss Abbe Comparator. 
Vibrational Analysis. 
w^avelengths, wavenumbe-s and tlieir visually esti-
mated relative intensities are given in Table I. The bands 
observed by Morgan in absorption and by KayAn emission are 
also included in the table for comparison. It can be seen 
from the table that a large number of new bands have been 
recorded in the present experiments. The error involved 
in the present measurements may be - 2 cm" . The agree-
ment, between tj..e measurements of all the bands observed 
in absorption and emission by previous workers and those 
measured in the present experiment, shows clearly that 
.-; D" 
VJavelengths, Waven-ombers and R e l a t i v e In te i i s i t ie r : ; o£ t h e baud 
Sj^stem 6170 - 4220A. 
Exe^ent Sxpe-rimentfs- ( E l - e c t r i c a l excitcrfcioii) 
g ^ ^ s - a y ' s f > £ s ^ f^f '^-u.-^ I g S ' s Kay ' s i V e ^ E ^ f ^ v t . . . ^ 


































































































































Table I (contj^nued) 
gan ' s nay ' s i '•'^  ^ y gan ' s 
•i>vac yvac ?l&lx I i^vac Vvac v v a c -^ l i r I )fY8.c 
Ray • s 































































































































































Table I ( con t inued ) 
[Ki-cn L ^>- p-£y-u/yv£^^ .•xor-
g a n ' s Bay ' s i ^^ - "^ ^r^^r^y.^^^ ^^^, ^ j . ^ . ^ . ^ 
y v a c vvac ^ a i r I ;> vao V vac y vao / ) a i r_ I _ J^vac 
i.'xor-
gan • s 















^ S ' 1 2 . 7 
0 1 . 1 
5 4 9 5 . 7 
5 4 9 1 . 8 
3 7 . 9 
7 1 . 6 
6 8 . 0 
6 3 . 9 
5 5 . 3 
5 0 . 2 
4 3 . 9 
3 7 . 4 
2 6 . 5 
1 1 . 8 
5 3 8 9 . 0 
8 3 . 0 
6 9 . 1 
6 5 . 6 
6 1 . 6 
5 6 . 1 
4 5 . 0 
3 5 . 3 
3 1 . 3 
2 6 . 5 


















































^ '-^  O ^ o 
1 '.> O 1 O 
1 O O 0'7 























19 20 A 
19264 
19284 
1 0 - 3 1 0 ^ 






S 3 0 7 . 2 
0 3 . 0 
5 2 8 9 . 3 
3 A. 3 
7 6 . 7 
6 6 . 4 
6 3 . 3 
5 1 . 5 
A6 .0 
34 .1 
2 3 . 1 
5 2 1 2 . 3 
/'•' r, o 
5 1 9 3 . 0 
9 0 . 7 
8 ^ . 2 
7 4 . 3 
6 9 . 2 
6 4 . 1 
5 9 . 9 
5 0 . 5 
4 8 . 7 
3 6 . 5 
2 3 . 6 






































































































































































































































































T.'T:ble I (oon t inued) 
g a n ' s Ray * s 
1) yac V vac v; vac yvao 
Ircse^nt •£ |^:5oi^ v^enU 
>^air i^ T?.C 
20460 ^886 .7 
204.8.'i 
POA^o 






O f - | 0 /! • O^--; 
8 1 . 2 
373.1 
66 .5 
6 - . 3 
60.1 
^9 . / I . 
5 8 - 0 
/^3.1 
3 7 . C 
81 .2 
o n -1 
•"] ">^ -s. 












4 0 5 7 ? 
•~v r>. ~ o /T 
20603 
'•-ip. '3 ,1 ^ 
O ^  V". '^ *"" 
''3 w 3)'-,' -
, . . . ^ ' , . . • , . ' / 
?07C2 
'X^711 
^ ^ 9 . 
o r*, "^  r '-y 
n f i V o > l 
^ '7 n 
1 8 . 8 









n .'-•, -^  ^ -1 
orso ' 
O O O .'^ ^ 
lO 
o r ) -
79.3 
7 '"^  r. 
^ i • v.-
7 4 . C 
7 1 . C 
o r> O "•• O 
^0"' '"/ 
• -1 n '^  "^  




^ ^ • ^ 
' n.'-' -I 
1 " " ' C 
'^s 
•"' 1 ' • ' 
^ / 
fy^SJ^^ I £ ^ b^rh.]MU 
^ 4 ^ 5 : / 
. ' . 1 
'1 .-^ 1 
O o ' 
r-\ r--. -"1 ;-i r 7 
o-:''i 
, ^  ,-
• • 0 : ^ 1 
' ^ . 1 , 
" ^ . 1 
,• n n 
A 
9 9 / " n 
o .-> ^ -" o 
'" on,' 
.-> '~ r- r7 71 
''"ni 
•'•1.0 
••7 l . ' . A 
0 1 
1 2 . / I 
^ni 
O O ' 
O "1 -^ - f-r 
^ 
.•' I (cC ' t inu^; :o) 
V ' / : 0 
oose^ 
p ? 7 0 7 
2 P 7 2 7 
P-^ TiSO 
P 2 7 8 3 
? ? 3 2 3 
2?::;nO 
'^ O "t O ^^ 
2P 906 
2 2 9 4 6 
2 2 9 7 1 
2 3 0 0 6 
2 3 0 3 1 
•'"• 0 ,- • .-^ 
VYac 
2 ^ '6.".7 
2 2 7 6 0 
2273^ . 
223 3 "^. 




2 2 9 7 3 
230C3 
2 3 0 ^ ^ 
Xyk^iyy^ 
; > : - 3 "5' 
4 ^ 1 1 . 0 
0 3 . 3 
4 3 2 - . 6 
3 6 . 7 
9 ^ . C 
3 2 . 6 
3 '%0 
3 0 . 5 
7 3 . ^ 
7 3 . 3 
7 1 . 3 
6 7 . 3 
' ' ' • . 3 
33 . ^^  
3 6 . 6 
3 2 . 2 
A 6 . 0 
' 1 2 . 3 
A 0 . 3 
3 ^ . 1 












2 2 7 0 3 
2 2 7 2 3 
9 0 7 3 -
? ^^  7 A 7 
0 0 7 1 " , " 
?P7'"i9 
3 2 7 3 3 













3 23 A 9 
2 2 3 7 0 
2 2 8 9 6 
2^^907 
3 ? 9 3 1 
OOC) ' ' , 7 
0 n ~i / "7 
9 9 9 7 0 




2 3 0 5 2 
V;or-
V •^•"""C 
2 3 0 7 1 
^ 3 1 2 5 
2 5 1 5 ? 
2 3 5 1 3 
T"-%> ^ r » . ; 
2 3 0 7 7 





^ 3 3 4 . 2 
3 2 . 1 
1 5 . 1 
1 1 . 6 
1 0 . 6 
0 8 . 0 
4 2 3 5 . 3 
3 0 . 5 
3 9 . 3 
6 0 , 3 
5 7 . 3 
5 4 . 1 
51 . 3 



















2 3 0 7 7 
2 3 1 3 9 
2 3 1 6 8 
2 3 1 3 7 
23192 
232O6 
2 3 3 ^ 9 
2 3 3 5 5 
'^ C? '^ '' ' 0 
• ^ , 0 0 2 
2 3 4 6 5 
2 3 4 8 0 
2 3 5 0 0 
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the present syste. 1. the sa^e ae^^served ty Morgan in 
a"bsDrption<Desland^»s scheme for the band system in the 
region 6170 - 4220A s^ given in Table II and the corres-
ponding intensity distribution in Table III. Table III 
corresponds to the more abundant molecule BiCl-^^. All the 
bands could be fairly well represented within -4 cm" by 
the formula 
;^ = 21757 +(217.8v'-2.5V^-0.02v'^)-(307.4v'i«.96v"^) 
in which the same constants are being used as reported by 
Morgan and Ray except that a negative cubic term has been 
added in the formula for the upper state. 
Isotopic Shifts, 
The abundance ratio of CI"^  and Cl^ -^  being 1 : 3, 
we expect two isotopic band heads of BiCl molecule namely^ 
fipr Bid and BiCl'^  which will be having the intensity 
Buio of 3 : 1 respectively. The isotopic band heads for 
some of the strong bands are marked in fig II. For other 
stron^bands, the isotppic heads are overlapped by the other 
bands and hencofean'-not be shown clearly in the figure. The 
band heads which can be represented as isotopic components 
are listed in table lY, w; ere the corresponding observed 
and calculated isotopic shifts are also included for com-
parison. Some of the bands which have been listed in Table 
lY as belonging to/BiCl-^  can also be represented as belong-
ing toBiCl^^ with different v', v" values and are, therefore, 
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rp] le Prob.^ble I s o t o p i c S l i i f t s l o r t h e 6170 - 4 2 2 0 . System of BiOl. 
v ' , V" 
V 
- I 
iviCJD I e,os c a l V' , v " 
V 
-1 
Q. (J !;• 
£iV 
. - 1 
1 0 , 
1 4 , 
1 6 , 
9 , 






1 3 , 
1 5 , 
7 , 
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8 , 21 
it;, dj 
^2, 22 
1 , 14 
5 , 16 
1 , 13 
7 , 17 
2 , 13 
4 , 14 
3 , 13 
6, 15 
: > , 1 •'I-
1 , 11 
- , 13 
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T a b l e l y ( o o i i t i n u e d ) 
^ 1 
28 ' ' S , 10 21805 1 
° ^ - " C o l 
"^777 2 "'^ 6 , 2 22351 n 
, 5 21821 0 q 
21316 1 ' - 3 , 0 22374 
22359 1 ' ' ^0 
'^oy 9 21349 0 1^ 
21330 2 ' 10 , 
1 2 , 7 21884 0 n . ''""-^'^ ° 
PO^Q-? ;-' ' -^  13 
4. 2244 3 0 
13 
7 
1875 6 • ' ' -^ , 0 22572 o fS 
1 9 , 10 21901 1 o^ 
21873 6 ' ' 9 
2 2 5 5 8 R •" ' " 
22572 2 1G 
' - ' , u 22009 0 Q -,. 
22000 2 - ^1 1 3 , 5 2259q 1 
1 1 , 6 2 P 0 U 0 . , ' ' ' " ' ' ' 
2^009 0 ' 3 6 , 1 22647 0 n 
1-^  'T o^ 22664 2 1^ 
13, 7 22029 1 n „ . ^ 
22020 1 •' ^ 18 , 7 22657 1 r 
r ^2651 1 5 22047 
220^- q "' •' 3 
3 , 1 22077 0 / r ^ 
22081 1 " ^ 10 , 3 2273^ 
2 22703 0 20 17 
22723 2 ^ 
>d O 
^6, 3 20,35 1 .. ,, ^^^^^ " 
1 4 1^;; 
'---12.: 1 '4 , 5 22733 0 9 
0 
^163 2 10 
22173 3 ' 12 , 4 22747 
0 22173 3 
22747 0 ^ 
22759 2 2 
22132 6 ^ " ? , 0 22759 2 .4 
7 . , oo... . '"2733 2 -^' 21 
> 3 22232 1 11 7 
/;-
"^ -"-^  2 ' 7 , 1 22832 0 17 
22349 2 21 
' ' 22272 0 6 in 
22273 1 -^ 9 , 2 22870 
9 , 4 PP9VO . . 22890 1 
0 20 1 q 
278 1 
1 '' '•' 11 , 3 22390 
I S 9 S"! O Q t 
ddjyu 1 17 .V 
22907 1 1^ 
22286 1 -^  :^  13 , 4 22396 0 11 
22907 1 1-^  
295 1 
Table lY (continued) 
V' , V" 




Q , 1 
13, 3 
10, 1 






























































The agreement between the observed and calculat-
ed isotopic shifts from the present experiments as well EF. 
thit observed in absorption by '£orgaxi and Ray indicate clear-
ly that this band system can^most probably,ue attributed 
to BiCl moleoule. 
The Dissociation Productp and The Dissociation 
Energies of the States Involved. 
The present band system occurs in absorption as 
well as in emission. The very fact that the system lias heen 
observed in absorption sLovr* that the louver state of the 
system is, most probably, the ground state of the BiCl mole-
cule dissociatirig into Bi( ^ ^ ^ ) + Cl( ^  *^j,) atoms which 
are t .e ground states of bismuth and chlorine atoms res-
pectively. The dissociation energies of the upper and the 
lower states of the system can not be determined accurate-
ly as the convergence limit of the system is not loiown. 
Hwwever the linear extrapolation gives a value of 
Ijo = 24614 cm for the lov;er state of the system which, 
as mentioned above, is probably al.:o the ground state of 
the molecule. The present analysis of the band system gives 
a cubic term for the upper state which involves observed 
levels upL;o a b ^ v' =20. The extrapolation involving the 
cubic term •^ eads to a dissociation energy of Bo'=3750 cm" 
for txie upper state v>?iiich will then dissociate at 25507cm * 
One cann;iot attach much accuracy to these dissociation li-
mits of the upper and lower sta^ tes as these were obtained 
t'o 
after fairly large extrapolations, however, it is to be 
noted that tne differenoe between the two extrspol'^ ti&o?! 
dissociat«Bn^ lr4»**e 25507 cm and 24614 em comet out to 
be 893 cm wlilch is quits close to tne normal doublet se-
paration of 881 cm for the chlorine atom. Therefore, it 
appears quite likel^^ that t e dissociation limit of the 
upper state ia not the same as that of the ground state 
but probably the next higher with Bi( ^Sj,) + Cl( hv ) 
A '2-
as t-;.e d i s s o c i a t i o n p roduc t s . The next higher d i ssoc ia -
t i o n l i m i t corresponding to Bi( ^-^'ST, ) + Cl( ^ /^ v ) i s 
expected tcjfbe a t about 2)5'^\o cm" which i s much too high 
for the presen t upper s t a t e to d i s soc i a t e i n t o . The rea-
sons for talcing Bi( '^^s;.^ ) + Cl( ^ F^, ) as tue d i s soc ia -
t i o n products for the upper s t a t e are the following: 
The present emalysis shows the pos i t i on of the 
l e v e l with V'= 18 at 24855 cm'''which has -^ 0 '^^ ;^ ^ 104.8cm"'' 
vrtiereas the d i s s o c i a t i o n l i m i t by l i n e a r ex t rapo la t ion for 
the lower s t a t e i s a t 24614 cm . This value probably r e -
p resen t s t he maximum l i m i t for lio" as the l i n e a r ext rapola-
t i o n for a non-ionic s t a t e i s supposed to give a Dovalue 
higher than the ac tua l one. I f , however, the upper s t a t e 
i s tocLissociate a t 24614 cm" , a cubic term with a coeff i -
c i en t ©^about 0,07 has tc^be introduced whereas the analys is 
does not warrant siich a high c o e f f i c i e n t . Further i t w i l l 
be d i f f i c u l t to explain the observed i so top ic s h i f t s i f an-
other a l t e r n a t i v e ana lys i s i s chosen such t h a t t a e upper 
s t a t e d i c soc ia t e s a t 24514 cm . 
1. Saper Phys. Rev (1931), 37, 1710 
2. Ghosh Zeits. f. Physik, 
(1933), 06., 241 
3. Morgan Phys. Eev - (1936) , 42, 41 
4. Eay, S.K. Ind. Journ, Phys. 
(1942), 16, 35-48 
CHiPESB lY. 
Emission spectrum of Blstauth Monochloride, 
Pa r t I I . 
The rotational struoture and the involved eleotronic 
transition of the band system 6170«4220A, 
The .emission Upoetrum o^ . i l c i , 
f a r t I I : ^die >.otat ioi ial ^ t r a c b u r o and tjio Involvod e l e c t r o -
xiic i.rai.x:ition o i t e Baxiu C'lyBi.oia. 6170 - 4220A» 
ADG"uyo,Cti« 
iiio r o t a t i o n a l s t r - ic tur© o;;. t he .3iCl bciuuls .has 
aoen o b t a i u e d I'or t::.© i i r s t tiiii aau t h e rotation;:: .! l i neB 
01 l o u r baadB ( 0 , 2 } , ( 0 , 3 ) , ( 0 , 4 ) c^iii ( 1 , 2 ; Jiavo bosn an;i-
I j c e d . xiio mo loca l a r cons t i i i i t s o b t a i n e d arc;: 
3 0 ' « 0 . 0 7 i a ^ ca'*'' 3 ' = 0.0702. Ci.'"^ 
^ - 1 ' - 1 - 1 
„,^ « 0,0333:: c^ :.>] =s 0 .0330; cm -^^ 0.0j: . ;7,ca 
...'• * 0 .0726- QzT^ 3" = 0.0330-, Qi^^ ^ \ «(0.0016) 
^ » *(0,C00^;^_^ 
r.' - 2.7:::,r10*'^cric r"= 2.57.....•: 10"'cms I'^S^S.^^xlO^^^.^its ca;' 
•^  -' -./in 
! 
A d e t a i l c u conGide ra t i on o^ t e c l . . . c t ronie cnn-
11 j u r a t i o n :.nd tl.t; p ro a^.lc loif- l / in: ; , e l e c t r o n i c n t : toG i s 
ij.ivGii» 2i'^ie al0i'i,ri w i th tiie e:i:p©ri..-ental o o s c n r a t i o n fcUat 
on ly P .iiid H br.incJaQs occur ifl tho rotatiO:...al s t r u c t u r e , 
oIimvB tii.-..t tl.i«2 coupli/.tS i i i 'fc'ie molecule i o prouut)ljr i t h e 
iMiid's case ( c ) typo and t h a t ti ie e l e c t r o n i c t r a n c i t i o n i n -
vi'lvocl i n tLo endoeion of the syBtom i t ; p r o j a b l y 
I i . r t roduction« 
Tiie v i b r ; , t i o n a l . .J ialyeis of trie systeui G 1 7 C - 4 2 2 0 A 
o i .Did obtaiiaed b / .;sclti:.,:i: .:,:iCl-, .'/iti.. ;.tn a..ieondo.:..ood tr...::c-
•.oraer discii^^rge ..ao ""^QQH d i s cusced i n tj.:.: p..Gvioi;G c . : : t o r . 
I t vjas louiia t h :: pxacticaJ. . iy a l l tiie oiusor^.tion '.iv^a^:^^ oli-
taiiaod b / .-.or^-at^ .i e i d e n t i c a l wfith a eorrG0pon:.:in.;, nusibesr 
o i tli0,-..€- i l l oaiDDiOi- i... the sa:^© r e g i o n ob t i i icd i n the p r c -
LiOirit eXi..-ri:A.OiitD» .:iili.. rLcid© i t c l e a r thafc til© band s/Dtam 
obtcdned i i . tlio p resea t . expec iae i i t s i n iiMBcion io vory 
pirobi.:-.bly tlie s a ^ e ac tlie oae o b t a i n e d b ; diorgiiii i a abso r -
p t i o n * iiorgan plio^o,.;rapkv,d fciio a b s o r p t i o n jandc ii.. tlie • 
l i r c t a.nd s. conu orco a oi 2 1 - l t ..^ratiii; .-poet-.o. ;riip.h 
:..aviiv;: a ,_:r....tin.j 30,0^..0 l i n o s / i n e l i ^ — 
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nnri reTiorterl th«-^ r^ o r o t a t i o n a l s t r u c t u r e was r e v e a l e d . 
But i n tiie p re«e t e y o e r i m e n t s , where t h e emisRion "bands 
o re photo.^r«phe(l vri t h B, 2 1 - f t p:r>--tin,{^ spr-etrogranh hsv in^ 
0;ily 15jOOO l l ,nef! / i : ich, t l ie f 1 r p t or'^^'-r pl^^.tes show t h e r o -
t a t i o n a l s t r u e t u r e p«rt;iall]- ' ' f^BOlve.'l v/hllA t.lie sr-'coii'^ 
o r d e r plntep. show t h e rot- 'tloi-^pl -^-tructure eoinpletelY wel I 
r e s o l v e d f'o"- hi "h '^ vp lnep ''OT noiri^ -^  of 'iin "b.'->nr!n wh'ch a r e 
f r e e f'^ oro "OVB"*''!'••.•"'eln,:. The ''i rvi-:'~x'oi,o/i •;!), Lh*'^  f^ pcoii*" or.-^ r'"?' 
o:':' th.; pTe^'^eiit sp- 'etropr-jp ' : ir- 1,25A/j?.:r x-^hile th,et i.,, th*--^  
•^•aee % t l ie ^^-oetrograph used op Mor v^ -a 11-; O^BA/n.in. "^ he 
rc^ '^GOii why t h e r o t e b - ' o r r l s t r u c t u r e >/:-e no'^ ' E'ev'"^le<'^  i r 
::aoTgan'r' Pxperi:.:onte ir: probe,oly t h e broene. 1 f; •; of 'bhe spee-
t r e l l i n e s oeuseu. bp t h e e f f e c t ue "to ' he h';-;h te : spera ture i 
used i n t h e rsuip -^e 700** j-14-00^ J a.ad al^so due t o the ah.sorp-
t i o n t u b e be ing Itept oue^. t o i;he atuiosphere which the reby 
causes t h e o o l l i s l o n vaijh forei.<:'n p:as molecu les a t 
a tmsphere p r e s s u r e . 
The r o t a t i o n a l a n a l y s i s of i^-^^ bands ( 0 , 2 ) , 
( 0 , 3 ) , ( 0 , 4 ) , =^4-rH=^  and ( 1 , 2) a r e g iven i n t h i s chap te r 
a long v;i th t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g d i s c u s s i o n . The e l e c t r o n i c 
t r a n s i t i o n ^ i n v o l v e d i n t h e system i& a l s o d i scussed* 
Exper imenta l Da^a aaad i to t a t ion i i l 
•ii ir-i • • * i i i Mil II • I • I I I I I II I I • I . I I 
; j i a l y s i s . 
Th.. enlsxgeraents of the spect ra photographed in 
the f i r s t and second orders of the 21-ft g ra t ing spec t ro-
graph a.re shmni respec t ive l ' / in fLeures 1 and 2. The vrave-
numbers of the r o t a t i o n a l l i j ies in the P and E branches of 
the bands (0, 2), (0, 3), (0, 4) and (1, 2) are given in 
tables I to A • The b .Jids are well resolved only for high 
values of J. H^zberg has discussed well the procedure for 
the determination of the numbering of the rotational lines 
in the bairanches of the incompletely resolved bands. If 
the rotational structure of two different bands which are 
kn©wn t^&ave the same upper retatioaayl state are studied, 
then for the correct relative numbering of the rotational 
lines of the bands considered, the combination differences 
R(J) - P(J) ss A 2^'(J) ^"'^^'^ agree exactly for each J value 
in bftihthe bands. This is a sensitive criterian of whether 
or nitthe correct relative numbering has been found. If 
the bands have the same lov/er state, the combination diff-
erences, E ( J - 1 ) - P ( J + 1)=s Ap^''^^) niiist agree exact-
ly for each J value in both bands. Following the regular 
procedure involving a number of trials the correct rela-
tive ntxmbering of the rotational liies of all the four 
bands in -^he present experiments has been fixed. This is 
clear fram table 5 where the combination differencex/i^ '^* 
are shown to agree for each J value in the three bands 
(0, 2), (0, 3) and (0, 4). The combination differences 
^2^^" can also be see to agree for each J value in the 
bands (0, 2) and (1, 2). 
Neglecting in the first instance the centrifu-
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Combination Difference for the different bands studied. 
<a- (f C. ^ ^ e Jf 3 ^ - -
(1,2; lO'S) (d) (o,AJ 
- I • , - I ' . - ) - ' - ' " , - 1 • . - I - ! 
35 10.42 12 .63 
36 10.76 12 .80 
37 11.00 13.11 
38 11.21 13.52 
39 11 .40 13.77 
40 11.72 14.00 11 .44 13.62 
41 11 .95 14.36 11.97 13 .75 
42 12 .20 14.66 12 .06 14.16 
43 12 .53 14 .93 12.42 14.40 
44 12.68 15.30 12.68 14.70 
45 12.98 15 .54 12.81 15.22 
46 13 .14 15.77 13 .24 15.41 
47 13.39 15.98 13.58 15.75 
48 13 .63 16.45 13 .82 16.12 
49 13 .93 16 .74 14 .17 16 .47 
50 14.18 16 .97 14.38 16.89 14.40 16.46 
51 14 .37 17.30 14 .73 17.10 14.48 16.93 
52 14 .66 17 .53 15 .05 17.60 14.86 17.13 
53 14.82 13.01 15.20 17.95 15.19 17.51 
54 15.28 18.16 15.66 18.05 15.45 17.88 
55 15.39 18 .34 15.76 18.51 19.78 18.13 
56 15.48 18 .83 16.17 19 .03 16.02 18.50 
57 16 .04 19.39 16 .75 19.29 16.37 18.96 16.35 18.84 
o VI 
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Table T.' (continued) 
^ - , . -^  '^_ . - ' . ^ ^- ^ -^ - -C - - wf - J f J^. 
















































































-^r(^ -f 1 ) ( J - 2) - -^y-^^{:^ - 1) 
- '^^ i^r flJ -1- 1/'") 
'I'lie oomblri'-tlon f^lfferenoep. /^^^(j) •/•orm to 
? flr??t ^jood api^roxlmatiO''' •=, 11 aeaf . fanot ion o:'.' t he ^o -
t'=tion».l nuantum nurabpr J ^-oin^ throii^fa zero for J=:-1/ '^. 
Till'' f,:j.ct iiao been mads use of i n Hi^ dett^rmingt Ion of 
t.,--e c o r r e c t abpo lu t e -^ixmbe^"!.!)-^ of t h e r o t a t i o n a l l i p e n . 
Tf t h e combinat ion d i f f e r e n c e s a r e p l o t t e d a g a i n e t e p r e l i -
minary c o r r e c t rel^tl^'J^e miinberin^j t h e c o r r e c t a b s o l u t e 
riiunberlnfj IB ob t a ined by shift in-;; the . . .bsclssa s c a l e , uiot i i 
1:1 :e s t r B i g h t l i n e loria-erl by t h e A-,V valii':^.s go^s -[fel'rough 
t h e pointJ^-,^, Such g raphs renref^entir)^ t h e A^F(j) fyr<A 
/X7( t ' ) q re Bho'-m in - '^if;, 3 t o ty-^or t h e ?a*='*f*^'iifferent band? 
s t u d i e d . The nu^riberin^- giver) I'or t h e r o t e t l o n a l l ino^sln 
is 
tebles I to "^^  *s^ the absolute numbering deteamined froir 
thpse -^rctphs. The slopes of these ourvee z^^^'^ to s p;oad 
aeorsima-tion/values oi 4-B" and 4-B' reBoecttvel'"'. 
The AB" end 4-R'.^  -uj. • .. -i v 4. i • 4-i„ V 'f ?>'e obtained also bv telcin-o- the 
resDeetive mean values ot —= and —^ given in 
J I 1/2 J ! 1/2 
tables I toIV , T^ he velues of B*^  end '\'^  po calculated ere 
given in table YI,/^ 
An attempt has then been made tQ_improve the 
accuracy in the determination of the values of B by talcing 
centrifugal stretching conBtant into consideration. If 
io 2S 30 3S -fo ^S So SS 66 6S ro 7S 80 SS 

FIGUBE 5» 
21" - J cixrve for the (0 ,4) band. 




'Ihe B^ and 3" values of the different bands studied. 
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the centrifugal stretching conitant is not neglected the 
expression for /IpP comes out to be 
Z^ gPCj) = iA\ - 6D^)(J + V2)-SD^,(J +1/2)^ 
Meglecting 6L in the first bracket in comparison to 4B 
£i, ^PCJ) = 4:3^ (J + V2) -81) (J + 1/2) 3 
A^ the deviation of the curve £^^r(j) rersu'^  J 2: 
at-frfl-*tt straight line could not be determined with any accu-
^ t % 
raajf D,. i s :jalculated from the t h e o i t i c a l formula 
4B 
- v ^ 13^ 
where the valae obtained e a r l i e r for B by nefrlectiu''" c e n t r l -
fugal stretchia;;; con'3ta,nt i s used lo r ]3 ,^. 'Xhe values : 
81) (J + 1/2)'^ ax-e then ca lcu la ted rjad added t o ^ F ( j ) a f te r 
which £i>2^('') + 8Dy(J + ^ 2 ) " ' i s evalxiated for d i f ferent 
_ _ _ _ _ 
value;^ ;- (ffffT. A mean of this gives probably g more correct 
value for 4-13 than the one obtained earlier bv eoiapletelv 
neglecting v . This pi:oe--dure has been adopted for all 'ii'^ N 
bands and the valuo;^  t;..a;j obcained for B" and B' are inclu-
ded in table YI . As the upper or lower states are common 
to the different bands studieflL, it has been possible to ob-
tain B' or B" from measurements of the rotatioiyJstructure 
in different bands and are listed as such in table 717!j |or 
example B* is obtained separately from three different bands 
( 0, 2 ) , (0, 3) and (0, 4). For such cases mean value is 
to be gaken for getting the final B* or B"• 
The different B* aiid B" values obtained can be 
iz 
finally summarised as 
B2 = 0.0*3?/^o^' BX = o-o%l>off\c^'\ and B" =0-0%27kc^ 
Prttm these values of B' and B" , the constants B' and B" 
V V ' e e 
/ ," 
as well as d-e- and a^-t are calculated using the relat-
ixm 
B^ = Be- <^ t(v + 1/2) 
and are listed in table VIi:-., The values of I' and I" 
e e 
as well as r' and r" are then obtained from the relation 
e e 
and included in table VIi:, • 
The difference between the')j[^ H^ axe calculated 
for all the different bands and are listed in table V//(. 
The band origins are only about 0.5 cm from the head. 
The band origins can be calculated by plotting 
the combination difference R(J - 1) + P(J) against J . The 
graph is expected tojshow a stright line because of the re-
lation 
R (J - 1) + P(J) = 2i^ o + 2(B^ - B^) J' 
The intercept of the straight line on the ordinate axis gives 
Table ? I I« 
if 
The molecular cons tants ©"btained for BiCl. 
B^ = 0.0726g cm"'' BJ = 0.850^ cm"'' 
«< • ft* (0,0016) cm"'' oil ^ (0.0005) cm"'' 
11 = 385.4 X 10"^°gm.em^ I" = 328.8 z 10""^^ gm. cm^ 
r^ = 2.78^ X 10"^ cm r^ = 2.57o x 10"^ cm 
-27 
*The values of h = 6.623/ x 10 ' e rg /sec and 
10 
c = 2.9977g X 10 em/sec are used in the ca l cu la t ion 
of the cons t an t s . 
~J^ 
Table VIII. 
The calculated {i> head-2; origin) values for the different 
bands studied* 
Band Band head B* • B" B* - B,-, VHead- v origin 
- 1 "' - 1 * • ^ - 1 * - I 























Si^o wMl© the slope gives 2(Bu--Bu ). The band origins 
obtained in tMs way are listed in table"VW. As only ro-
tational lines corresponding to high J values are measured, 
large extrapolations were involved in the determination of 
the band origins because of which they can not be claimed 
to have been determined with much accuracy. '" 
The Electronic Transition Involved, 
The fact that the rotational structure of the 
bands contains only the P and R branches shows that the 
transition involved is either a E. - ^  if Hund's case (a) 
or (b) type coupling holds good or a 0 - 0 if Hund's case 
(GJtype coupling holds good. If it ^a Z. - ST transition, 
it could be 'S -'lEl transition where only simple ? and R 
branches are expected or it could be a ^ X - 2. with higher 
multiplicity where the expected multiplet structure of 
the individual lines in the P and R branches is not reso-
lved. We will come baclc to this point after discussing 
the different low lying possible electronic states of the 
Bid molecule. 
The two atoms that form the BiCl molecule belong 
to different periodsof the periodic table and thus have 
Table IX^ 
Band or ig ins obtained from the graph. 
fla^ Band ^head Hr i f i i n ^^^^ gz^Ph Frpm tableVl l l . 
_i£^" u> c»^..! v^ (uR Bt^sdSifcv- ... .. ^ z.tuf!.'..-. 
' • r - I ••'•• • • - I 
0,2 21146 21145.5 -0.0110V. -0.01193v 
0,3 20843 20842.7 -0.011^6. -O.Oll^ SX 
e,4 20543 20542.7 -0.010^4, -o.oioglX 
1,2 21361 21355.5 -0.0143^ -0.013?^^ 
~11 
very different nuclear charge. In much a case the closed 
shells of the separated atoms need not be taicen into acco-
unt while assigning an electronic configuration to the mole-
cule. It is sufficient for practical purposes to consider 
the electrons outside the filled shells* The lowest elec-
tronic configuration for the two atoms in the present case 
are as follows: 
Bi (KIiMMO^^) 6s^6p^ 
01 (KL) 3s^3p^ 
following Mullilcens notation the lowest electro-
nic configuration for the BiCl molecule may be then writt-
en as 
(KlCLLMI0gp^)a^)2(^<r )2(>d<r )2(^r7 )^ ( ^yu )2 
where ^<r and^c represen t r e spec t ive ly the bonding and 
antibonding orbi t4»of the type (6/<^BI "*•-"^  ^ > <3~ ) and 
{6^6(^1^.-3^611, c ) , xff- r ep resen t s the binding orbitaiof the 
type (6/)(5g .^f-3/j5^ J 6~ ) and ( ^7T ) and {vp ) represent 
r e spec t i ve ly the bending and antibending e lec t rons of the 
type {6^T\Q^t3l>Jicii,Ti ) and (6^ nQ .^-3/>'TcJ! ; fl?t77). This configu-
r a t i o n gives t he e l e c t r o n i c terms ~*21'(0'**,1) Z2k(2) and 
'^"'•(O'*') of which ^£'(0'*",1) i s expected to l i e lowest acco-
rding to^pund's r u l e . Thus '^Z'(0^,1) appears to be very pro-
"^spd ®^®^ ® ^ s h e l l i n v/hich only t he sub groups s , p , d 
are f i l l e d up . 
The terms in the bracket are the Hund's case (c) analogues 
tff the terms oii\s3y^i t h e braclcets. Thustor example 0+ and 1 
a r e the case (c) A.oFthe-^Z'term o f . t h e Wnd*s case (a) or (b) type coupl ing, -" rcv 
-fr. 
bably the ground state of the BiCl molecule, The ground 
state of the molecule as pointed out in the earlier chap-
ter is also very liicely the lower state of the "band system 
6170 - 4220A as this system has been obtained by Morgan ear-
lier in absorption. 
Ihe examination of the probable terms from the 
approach of the separated atoms will throw additional light 
on the problem. The ground state of the molecule is expec-
ted toldissociate into Bi(4^ 3^/^  ) and Cl( ^% ) which repre-
sent respectively the ground states of the Bi and CI atoms, 
The electronic terms that can be derived from Bi(^a) + 01^%,^ 
atams are^X'C 0+,1), >^77 (2,1,0+,0")/z:'(2,1,0") and 
n(3,2,1,1,0'^,0"), A consideration of the problem from 
the approach of the united atom will help us tolfind out 
wMch of these five states are low lying states. The elec-
tronic terms of tae BiCl molecule are expected to be quite 
similar to those of the W molecule^ as Bi and Cl respect-
ively belong to the same groups of the periodic table as 
H and 1, Uitrogen has seven electrons with the configu-
2 2 3 
ration 1s 2s 2p-^  and Iluorine has nine electrons with the 
2 2 S 
configuration Is 2s 2p^. The qiolecule KP can be supposed 
to have been formed by spli^^ng the united aiom^ sulphur 
which has sixteen electrons. The electronic terms of the 
molecule that result by spli'^ ing the sulphur atom in its 
low lying ^ p,^ ,^ o states axe^Z'{0*,^) and^f/ (2,1,0"*",0"), 
These twofstates are expected to lie lowest of all the ele-
ctronic states of the 1,^ 1 molecule therefore also of the 
/ -• 
BiCl molecule. 
Of the four different states "^ S'(0"*",1)^  t?(2,<;M") 
'^2:'(2,1,0") a n d ^ (3,2,1,1,0'^ ,0'*) that are derivad from 
the separat©<^atoms BiC^^ )+Cl('^ P ) only-^ i^" (0"*"» ^) ^"^ 
•f - ' ^ ^ 
^77(2,1,0 ,0 ) can be expected to be stable as they^can 
be correlated -fetyfche corresponding lowest states derived 
from the united atom approach. The ^ '(2,1,0") and 
*n (3»2,1,1,0'*",0") are higher and are probably repulsive 
a^hej can not be derived from the low lyin^ g 3p , lg or *D 
states of the united atom and can be derived only from 
very high idw states of the xxnited atom. 
Thus considering the correlation of the separted 
and united atom approaches, it is clear that the-^ S^ 'CO"*",!) 
and^/T(2 1 0' O"*"^  ^^® ^^® "^ ^^  lyi^ g^ states of BiCl molecule 
and that they dissociate into Bi(^S )+ G1(*^ P ) atomj. Of 
these^ S'CO"*",!) is to be correlated with the^ S'(O"**, 1) which 
arises from the lowest electronlcconfiiiguration(^ <5J(;tf'«:)\=^ <^ <^ '^ ^^ ^^  
and which or a component of which is the ground state of 
the molecule and also probably the lowest state of the sys-
tem 6170-4220A. The other two terms'2V>and'A.(^;that are de-
rivable from the same configuration can not dissociate in-
It may be mentioned that the conclusion that^Z" and-^ TT 
lie^ lower than ^ 2:" and ^ 77 states is in agreement with 
what one expects from the generalization of the Eeitler -
London Theory for complicated cases. 
to Bi( -^3 ) + Gfc( P) atoms and go to higher dissociation, 
p roduc t s . 
As the upper s t a t e of the band system 6170-4220iL 
''.Xtp^ '^ j 
is supposed to dissociate into Bi(^%) + Cl( ^ v^ ) ^ the above 
considerationsjshow that ^J7 (2,1 jO"*",©") or its component^ pro-
bably represents the upper state. The lowest configuration 
that yields a % (2,1,0+,0") state is {^<^ )^{^^ )^{^^ )^ 
(A>77 )^{\rTr ){U(T ) where U(r represents an anti bonding 
orbital of the type(l?|>5"(jj-3|x3i,^ d^AOther ipymbols are as explain-
ed earlier. 
Kow we should correlate these results with the 
experimental obseirvations. The study of the rotational struc-
ture shows only P and E branches from which it was clear 
that the transition involved has to be a ^ - ^  if Hund's 
case (a) or (b) type coupling tafces place in the molecule 
or a C — G if Hand's case (c) type coupling takes place. 
The transition can not be a ^  -'x transition as there is 
no z state derivable from the normal Bi(^s) + Cl( P) atoms. 
It can not be also a ^  -^involving a higher multiplicity 
as there are no two stable X states that arise from the 
normal Bi( s) + Cl( P) atoms. This means th; t the transi-
tion can not be any^-^transition and therefore the coup-
ling involved is not Hund's cas (a) or (b) type* 
Thus it is clear thut the transition involved is 
prbtiably a 0 — 0 transition where the coupling is of Hund's 
case (c) type. The transition appears to be very probably 
^( 
2 3, (B-^r (^^ri-^'^ r i^^ri V-TTr s^^ c^o-^ ) ^  
The transition is not a case (a) or (b) type 
transition but a case (c) type'^^CO'^) '^11(0'*') transition 
wMch can also be written as O"*" O"*", 
As examples of the band system in which Hund's 
case (c) type coupling taJces place one may point out the 
'^ •^ (O"^ ) — ' ^ n (0+) transition of the visible absorption 
bands of halogens which show only P and R branches. The 
other examples are Bi %• and Bi % where the rotation-




4 . Do 
5. El l iot t ,A. 
6. Helnier,A. 
7 . Do 
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GHAPIER 1, 
Emission spectrum of Bismuth Monobromlde molecule, 
o"' 'j ?'."l'] G 
:^ ' - r C b . 
'mt> i o S7/0 — 4-&b'0 A, . : : ui: 
: o ^ • ^ ...1 ' ^' • : ; ' . .;•; \ : . ^ ,' . - . 0 o c 
l o o ) ;::^/7o-'^22oA V : 0/^ '^' 
•Q-
b l , ' : :.u';]:; ...0:iobvc-.:b b l) • ' : ' , . ^.vo..;.'••• •';'j_ioaA; c e " " :;.:o£t''>\ 
,::,::. o : :,)" :,.:.;bb- _>].,.('''•-' :'•! :.}} o_K,..i Lvc . •.:".: 1 - '• : -?:.::-
•••;--. ;• ' ,:af^  ,;io . t o n u p b o :-:,..)0,.i!; 900 .;. j ^o • •_ ' , / [ - • : . : , "i-i* 
/i-l-^O - I b - O : :--^>-;) ob:. rvf.'b •,.;• i : .VK-l-/eu. 0:^ i^r- bpnif:^ 
o:'' -ho vibv'-vni . ,o: • ' • - r l . r ' i : - bb'vb v'OjS* y-j- 0"!-L*-^ o b v blif 
b b s o r v e n - i "^ o uO • io •?•' l:''!.:--*j llieGO b..o b^^ ;ib •••^ .^ te...:r- ;;c!rf-
. ' i : :;ri r)ubp': ':o ••1"Vr ^lol'^'''^'^-l.-''. b' ; ''•'••!"» i T bi'/o c a ' : b o m 
A 
dp.„ l t v/r';li ;:he o^iisc-io... ::_ ;.c b rau o: bi.C;!., L I O I - C U I P ' , vbioj^o 
p iiiiinb'-r oi ' new r e s u . l ' ; s obb':'l;:i.:(l ..-r-re ibL3Cur:'re>l. bh'-^  
Tirese;\l; c.;h£.Dbor ib -J.,:; ^;ltb, tlv^^ ^uiie^^'on ;v-t'ob:-uia of 
bib:-" riol''.::-;alo ;;.rib t h e corros^^or'ibin ; /Ibr'-in_OiV^l •n:";:..l_'Mi^ i 
.:inb b i s o U R P i O ' l . 
T h o ^ e i r ir » 'sfe ' ' '»-nce i i ••"ho S e i - r ' ^ j A''•"^rcc-^fc (A' s t r i c t No* 2*^66 
* - "•*• , - ' - • • - ' ' , ' ^ ' i ! . ^ * "^ '— _ * jr^i* ' ' - ' ' - , - ) j^9 •'C'^44 
* - ' ».. ( ^ • -
p a p o r , a n u -^'.u"^ -^jij < >^  ^^^ J ' t a -^ ' ' . -u - i 3 .12 "^ ^ r ; t o i Ofucs ai--3 r,^^ 
-toj h ' • .. ^ - . . ^ ^ ' " ' *• ..,'•'1 a i - - ••-„<.. ...v-e - ' - ' d . - _ ' j - i „ - i ' . 
O ' 
^ : .^ :^ 
•K^ tJ 
'i^ j;e vapour of bianmth tin b">:"o:iil I^ P v/ac excite'' ' bv 
iUGP-ar; of a- iincon(iensed t ronsforner oiBoliarge. Trio ^"''p-
ohar."e tube v/as maae of jyTex "^'ap<^ -oi^ 'i waB 40 cms in le 's-
:?tli aiiob.6 oiaii In diaineter. o y l i d e r i c a l niclvel eleotv-oApa 
placed coa.xial?Lj aloVig tlie leii.^th of the discharp-e tiibe 
were louxid su i t ab l e for excitiii<; tlie molecule, The dehvd-
r<?'ted B8^nle of bisinath trlbroDiide ob sained from E.Merelc 
\'fa& introdiuced InBlde the discharge tube at one end near 
one of I.he e l e c t , odes, Tn^' other end of tlie discharge 
tube wpis oonnected to a rotary/" pump thro'i;;;h a side tube 
and was continuoasly evacuated during "bhe experiments. 
The sample was heated in termit tent ly- by p Bunsen burner BO 
as toA:e.gulate the flow of t he vapour through the discharge 
tube such tha t the colour of the discharge was inLense blu-
i sh green. During the prel iminary experiments, i t w s 
experienced t h a t i f the sample was overheated, the colour 
of the discharge tu rns brownish, which might, probably, be 
due to the decomposition of bromide in to atomic bromine and 
bismuth. 
Only one system ly ing in the region 5714 - 4651A 
wa^bserved . About 240 bands of t h i s systemWKre recorded 
i n the present emission spectriun as against 60 bands record-
ed by Morgan in h i s absorpt ion experiments. The second 
band system in the region 4130 - 38601 observed in absorp-
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The spectrum wa,s first photographed on the Eilger 
Medium Quartz spectrograph and then on ti:e three prism glass 
Zeiss spectrograph which is having a dispersion of 11 .4A'^ '^/m.m. 
at 4800A; H g . I shov/s the enlargement of the spectrum as 
obtained from the three prism glass spectrograph. The 
bcOids in general are degraded towards longer v/avelengths, 
the measurements of which were made with an Abbe comparator. 
The error involved in the measurements of the band heads 
is estimated tofbe not more than tA cm" . 
Vibrational Analysis. 
The wavelengths, wavenumbers and bheir visually 
estimated relative intensities, are given in Table I. The 
bands observed in absorption by Morgan are also included 
in the table for comparison. Table II gives the vibration-
al analysis of the band system in the region 5714 - 4651A 
and the correspondi .g intensity distribution is given in 
Table III, All the bands could be f;^ irly v/ell represented 
by the formula 
V = 20494.6 +(134.1V'-0.674V'io.10G2v'') 
-(207.1v" -0.4:3v"-O.OO073v-^) (1} 
i n i'/hich the const,-;ntn for the u .per ..nd lower s t a t e s are 
the same as repor ted hy Morgs,n vritli tlie exception tha t an 
add i t iona l cxabic term has been added in the equation for 
the gyouTLd s t a t e . 
Table I 
Morgan•s 
absorp- Present experiments ( e l e c t r i c a l exci"^ :•,' io:. of BiBr) 
tion_ 
_ V v a c ^ a i r _ _ T _ _ V v a c ^ . „ _ _^I i. Y"_ _ (^ 9^ Z^l 
5713.7 1 17497 ( 1 0 , 2 1 ) * -1 
10.1 1 17^08 ( 1 0 , 2 2 ) , ( 1 6 , 2 3 ) * 3 , -1 
04 .2 ^ 17526 (10 ,21) 0 
5693.0 0 1754^ ^ 3 , 2 - ^ ) * 0 
95.1 2 17554 ( 1 2 , 2 3 ) * 0 
90.0 2 17570 ( 1 3 , 2 2 ) , ( 7 j i o - r - 3 , -A 
2^.1 A 17591 ( 2 , 2 0 ) * 3 ( 1 1 , 2 1 ; ' ' - 1 . 6 
7^'.1 2 1761? (2 ,20 ) 0 
T/-^.-^ o 1762 . ' f 1 / - . P p ^ - 9 
66 7 
,r/i ,r -' -1 •7'- [-'? •' n i /! ^ ' M o o i • "" 
J 
177 
r7 r y / , ^ 177/ 
''^ 1 6 •1 '"7 'T r~ '^ ' ." •^. 'y ' 
A ryfj <' A ' -1 T" '•"; -^ > f fj -^ ^ "'• ' ' ' 
^ »-r - ^ r\ r\ •' J\ ^ , ••"• f-^ 
7 "^ 16 
0 6 . 7 0 
X 
-' - ^ -U -^  v>^ v p ' > i i ^ t ' n > l h •.16-6:.^'"*'' ,. . i i . . . ^ . 
H H 
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Ta"blG T ( con t inued ) 
i.iorga.n's 
a b s o r p - preseci t exper iment ( e i e c t r i o a l e x c i t a t i o n of BiBr) 
_ t i n n 
i^yac _ _ X a i r _ I _ _'i)vac_ _ v^ ^ y" f6 -^c) 
i5.60.9 1 19003 ( 1 , " ) 3 
57.0 2 19017 ( 1 5 , 1 5 ) , (6,-11)* 3 , 0 
43 .6 3 19047 ( 3 , 9 ) * -^ 
1905^.6 ' ' iV.i a 19053 ( 0 , 7 ) * - 1 
45.1 7 19060 ( 3 , 9 ; -1 
19067.9 43 .2 6 19067 ( 0 , 7 ) 0 
29.5 3 19117 ( ? , 8 ) * -? 
26.8 3 19127 ( 2 , 8 ) - / 
15.3 1 19169 ( 4 , 9 ) -6 
11.5 1 19183 ( 4 , 9 ) , ( 1 , 7 ) * - ^ , -5 
05.8 19204 ( 1 , 7 ) 4 
51944.4 5 19246 ( 3 , 8 ) J: ; _^ 
19257.6 91 .7 6 19256 ( 3 , 3 ) , {0,^)'^ ""^ ^ "'' 
263.6 8« .5 19268 ( 0 , 6 ) 0 
320.9 7^.5 3 19320 ( 3 , 7 ) ' ' -1 
19330.5 5170.8 1 19334 ( 2 , 7 ) 2 
58.5 2 19330 ( 4 , 3 ) * 4 
56.1 0 193^-9 (1,6)**" -2 
^3 .5 3 19399 ( 1 , 6 ) -2 
50 .5 0 19410 (12 ,12) -4 
40 .4 •? 19AIB ( 6 , : 0 * 2 
19461.4 37.6 19^59 ( 3 , 7 ) , ( 0 . 5 ) * - 1 , -2 
470.5 34.9 ^ 19469 ( 0 , 5 ) -1 
31.3 2 19^81 (13 ,12) - 4 
30.5 0 19406 
:^j I J 
Talale I ( con t inued ) 
. . . lOrgai i ' s 
a b s o r p - p r e s e n t exper iment ( e l e c t r i c a l e x c i t a t i o n of BiBr) 
_ t i o n 
_^_'^2C- _ - ^ a i r , T , _ i^vac . l ' _»_v ' l ^0 -^c) 
26 .5 ? 19501 
20.7 1 19523 ( 2 , 6 ) * -1 
18.6 2 19531 ( ^ 6 ) , ( 7 . 9 ) - 2 , 2 
13 .4 1 19551 (9,10)**" 3 
10 .3 0 19563 
03 .7 0 19569 
0^:.5 2 19535 ( 4 , 7 ) -1 
19595.3 02.4 4 19593 ( 1 . 5 ) * -2 
604.6 00 .6 3 19600 ( 1 , 5 ) 
5094.4 ? 1962^ 
92.0 19633 ( 3 , 9 ) * -4 
37.6 4 19650 ( 3 , 9 ) , ( 3 , 6 ) * ^;, -^. 
B5.1 3 19660 ( 3 , 6 ) -1 
19666.8 33 .3 3 19665 ( 0 , ^ ) * -1 
674.5 31 .7 3 19673 ( 0 , A ) 0 
74.3 1 19701 ( 5 , 7 > * 1 
70.9 0 19715 ( 1 1 , 1 0 ) * -4 
63.6 1 19724 ( 1 1 , 1 0 ) , ( 2 , 5 ) * , O ^ ) ' " '^^,-^-,% 
63.0 1 19733 ( 2 , 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 ) , ( 9 , 9 ) ' ^ 3 , 0, 0 
51.3 1 19739 ('^',6) 2 
19801.3 43 .6 5 1979c ( 1 , ' ^ ; ' * -2 
47 .3 3 19 05 (1, '^) -2 
33.9 1 193^0 ( 3 , 3 ) , (10 ,9 ) 5, -1 
303^-.6 0 1^357 ' 2 . 5 ^ * 0 
Table I ( con t inued) 
I-Iorp-an's 
a b s o r p - P r e s e n t experiment ( e l e c t r i c a l e x c i t a t i o n of BiEr) 
_ti_on 
P Y-'-S _ _ '^a-ir_ _ I _ _ ^ ^ a o _ _ . _ ."^l x Y"^ _ _ _ _ . ^0 -^c}_ 
i0 32.6 0 19865 (3,5), (0,3)* 2 , -6 
29.5 ; 19377 (0,3) 0 
18.7 1 19920 (11,9)* 1 
19932.7 U.-^ 3 19935 (2,4), (7,7) -3, -3 
37.6 13.4 0 19941 (9,3) -5 
03.9 0 19959 
02.7 3 10^^34 (4,5) -4 
20007.6 4997.4 5 20005 (1,3)* -1 
012.6 96.1 3 20010 (1,3) -1 
91.9 0 20027 (6,6) 1 
90.0 0 2003A (10,3)*, (3,7)* 1, -6 
82.5 0 20063 (3,4),(13,9)* -2, -3 
079.1 77.5 0 20085 (0,2) 3 
73.2 2 20102 (5,5)'' 1 
69.3 3 20116 (5,5), (11,13)* - 1 , -A 
67.3 0 20126 (11 ,3 ) -1 
20140.0 64.1 5 20139 ( ^ 3 ) , ( 7 , 6 ) , f 0 , 7 ) * . ^^ 0 , -2 
143.4 61,4 ? 20150 ( 9 , 7 ) A 
59.4 1 20158 
57.7 0 20165 
55.0 2 20176 
31.3 0 20139 (4,4) -3 
43.6 0 20193 (12,3)* -1 
20215.5 45.7 4 :-0214 (1,2) -1 
42.5 0 20227 (6.5) . -^  
Z,,.3 O 20232 (10,7)^' -3 
c^-^ 
Table I (continued) 
1.,'orgaji'B 
absorpt- Present ex^ .^'Griiuent (electrical excitation oi BiEr) 










20247 (3,6) 1 
20261 (17,9) 1 
20263.8  2026S (3,3), (13,8)* -3, 0 
20232 (0,1), (0.1)* 4, 6 
347.8 13.8 5 2f53^-5 (8,2), (7.5), (9,6), -2, 4, -2, 
(7,5)-^ 6 
20366 
204 22 (1,1) 1 
204-29 (6,4) -3 






i-J'-'t . U 
32.9 
7 0 /! 
1 'J . 1 
76.0 
73.1 

















2044-7 (3,5) -1 
204-66 (13,7)* 4 
20476.7 9 5 8047^ (3,2) -1 
20494- (0,0) -1 
20503 
20515 (5,3) -3 
o 0530 (11,6), (14,7)^' 2, -1 
20542 (7,4) -3 
20553.3 1 20553 (2,1), (9,5) 0, 2 
20534 (15,7) -4 
20600.9 53.3 20599 (4,2), (12,6)* -2, -4 
43.8 3 20610 
46.^ ' 0 20628 (1,0) 0 
45.0 2 20634 (6,3) -2 
Tai^Le I ( con t inued ) 
orp:an's 
absorpt- Present ex_) ^ rimont (elGcl;rical Gxcitatioii oi BiBr) 
2^P"2*- - 'l^ i"_ _ I _ _ ^ "^ S-^ - _ _ _ l' .tJ^Z _ . i^O ^G) 
43.4 0 20641 (10,5) -2 
40.8 2 20652 (3,4) 1 
33.5 2 20662 (17,7) 3 
36.6 2 20670 (13,6)* -3 
205333 34.5 2 20679 (3,1) -2 
24.0 0 20724 (5,2), (11,5)* 1 , -6 
22.9 0 20729 (11,5),(14,6)^ -1, -5 
13,4 2 20743 (7,3), (9,4) 0, -4 
20309.9 05.0 4 20306 (•: ,1}, (12,5), (4,1 )* -1, -3, -3 
00.3 1 20326 
4797.6 2 20:33 (6,2) -3 
93.3 0 20354 ( 3 , 3 ) , C:^?^* - 2 , -y 
95.1 0 20349 ( 1 0 , 0 -2 
37.0 0 20334 ( 3 , 0 ) , ( l3,5; -4 , 4 
20933.3 76 .3 3 20931 ( 5 , 1 ) 2 
75.1 4 20936 ( 1 1 , 4 ) , ( 5 , 1 ) * , ( l 4 , 5 ) t 3 , 4 , - 2 , 
•70.7 0 ^(P'^ifT ( 9 , 3 ) -1 
63,A 0 20961 ( 7 , 2 ) * , ( 9 , 3 ) * 0 , 5 , 3 
21013.3 57.0 2 21016 ( 4 , 0 ) , (12 ,4 ) 2 , 4 
015.9 
047.6 50.2 0 21046 ( 6 , 1 ) -2 
43.4 0 21054 ( 1 0 , 3 ) , ( 6 , 1 ) * 3 , 2 
21135.7 4743.9 1 21074 
21140.7 29 .3 2 21139 ( 5 , 0 ) , ( 11 ,3 ) 3 , o 
Table I ( c o a t i n u e d ) 
Msjggan's 
a b s o r p t - p r e s e n t ex^.erliucnt ( e l e c t r i c a l e x c i t a t l n o:l BlBr) 
V>yq.Q. _ / ^ a i r _ _ I _ _ il'^aG_ _ _ _ _ Y ' _ J _ V " _ _ _ _ _ _ _ \p^~\.^1 
^726.1 2 21153 
21153.1 25.2 2 21157 ( 7 , 1 ) , ( 9 , 2 ) - 3 , -4 
14 .3 3 21206 
12.6 3 21214 (12 ,3 ) -2 
03.9 2 21226 
21254.1 0 .6 2 21232 (16 ,4 ) -4 
21250.0 03 .2 0 21256 ( 6 , 0 ) , (10 ,2 ) 3 , 1 
4697.5 1 21282 (13 ,3 ) -4 
95.7 ? 21290 ( 1 3 , 3 i * 2 
94 .4 1 21296 
33.5 0 21323 
34.1 3 21343 (11 ,2 ) 1 
32.5 2 21350 ( 1 4 , 3 ) , ( 1 1 , 2 ) * 3 , 4 
21365.7 JO.O 1 21362 (7 ,0 ) -4 
21372.5 75.3 1 21376 ( 7 , 0 ) * , ( 9 , 1 ) * 3 , 2 
66.1 0 21^125 (12 ,2 ) 4 
63 .7 0 21436 
60.5 2 21451 
- rj 
•39-^ ^ - --24.il: 
53.5 3 21460 (10 ,1 ) -2 
21473.1 55.9 1 21472 ( 3 , 0 ) , ( 1 0 , 1 ) * - 1 , 4 
21430.1 5^.3 1 21477 ( 0 , 0 ) * - 3 
53 .3 1 21^3-^ 
5 1 . : 1 21431 (13 ,2 ) 0 
50.9 1 21495 ( 1 3 , 2 ) * 0 

HH ^ c^ ^ "^ O. No No Ka 
^ I „0o 
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There are two isotopic species BiBr and 3iBr'^ 
for the bismuth monobromide molecule. As the abundance 
ratio of these isotopic molecules is essentially the same, 
we expect two isotopic band heads of equal intensities in 
the present case. It has been possible to identify the 
isotopic heads for most of the strong bands. Pig II shows 
someof the strong isotopic band heads observed in the BiBr 
molecule. The calculated and observed isotopic shifts 
along with the relative intensities are given in table IV 
assuming that the vibrational analysis shown in table II 
81 
corresponds to the BiBr molecule. The agreement between 
the calculated and the observed isotopic shifts is fairly 
good. Table V shows the vibrational analysis repreaent-
ing the BiBr ^ molecule and table YI the corresponding 
intensity distribution. It is to be noted that a number 
of bands are common to the tables II and V, that is a num-
79 berof bands belonging to BiBr ^  can also be represented as 
81 
those belonging to BiBr with different v', v" values. 
The agreement between the observed and calculat-
ed isotopic shifts from the present experiments as well as 
that observed in absorption by Morgan indicated clearly 
that the band sistem belongs very likely to the BiBr mole-
cule. 
The Dissociation Products and The Dissociation energies Of 
The States Involved. 
Since the present band system occurs in emission 
: ^ 
TablelY, 
Isotopic Band Heads for BiBr. 
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Table IV ( c o n t i n u e d ) 


























































































22 21 3 , 9 
19 25 i 0 , 7 
13 19 ' 2 , 8 
22 22 : 4 , 9 
22 19 1 3 , 8 
19 18 
iH I f 
19 18 
0 , 6 
, 7 
21 18 1 , 6 
22 17 0 , 5 
13 17 2 , 6 
17 17 1 , 5 
17 17 3 , 6 
11 16 0 , 4 
14 15 7 , 8 
16 15 1 1 , 10 
16 15 1 , 4 






































































































































































































as v;ell as in absorption, it is likely that tlie lower state 
of the system is the ground state of the molecule dissocir,,-
ting ii.to ]3i( Ss/j. ) and Br( pj/^ ) atoms v;hic3h are the 
,;:ratMi/'"i ^ a^tes of bismuth and bromine atoms respectively. 
The absorption spectrum obtained 'bj Morgan shows 
that the band heads of this system converge rapidly and that 
the convergence limit lies soniev/here in the region 
4500 - 4570A where tiie absorption loolcs continuous. I'rom 
the formula developed by him for the up :/er state of the 
system, he determined the convergence limit to be 4520A or 
22120 cm . This val.ie which can be fca'xen to be fairly 
accurate, repre:.ents th.„ dissociation limit of the upper 
state as measured from the v" = 0 position of the ground 
stc-te. The question arises whether this limit represents 
the dissociation limit into 3i( Sv*, ) + Br( R*/^  ) ^ toms 
or :ci( Sih. ) + Br( V^j, ) atoms. It v/as siiovm in the 
earlier ch pter tiiat the upper state of the anL.logous sys-
tem in Bid probably dissociates into Bi( Si/».}+Gl( P^ ^ ) 
atoms and not into Bi( Shj. ) +01( V \ ) atoms. Assuming 
tLis analogy, the upper state of t„e BiBr system can be 
taicen tcJdissociate into Bi( Si/^  ) + Br( Vy^ ) atoms 
' 1 ^ 
at 22120 cm . 3ub^traotin_, tne doublet aepc.ration of the 
• •-«' . .. -xC*.. a l bromine atom from t h i s va lue , the d i s soc ia t ing l im-
i t for the ground s t a t e , v/liich d i s soc i a t e s in to 
Bi( Sif^ ) + .r( ^VJ/^ ) atoms come;; out^22120 - 3685=13435cm1 
i'ho coe f f i c i en t of the cubic term in the expression for [,he 
lov.':;r s t a t e of the system i n equation(I^has been so adjus t -
'^, / 
ed t h a t y i e ld s t h i s value of 18435 cm for tue dissocia-
t i o n energy, Tlie d i s s o c i a t i o n energies of tlie upper and 
lovfer s t a t e s of the present PJiSr syotem can thus bo fina-
r~ ... ,. - ' 
l l y w r i t t e n a s Do' - /^J^T^O ^.M^ and ho" r / '^^>./>, 
-; 
i lA 
hlectronio Transitions Involved. 
.'_s the present system of Bihr is talzon to be most 
pivb ibly analogous to that of the BiCl system in the region 
6i 70 -422of^ , the discussion about the electronic 
transitions for hiCl given in earlier chapter v/ill hold true 
for BiBr also. 'Thus the electronic transition involved in 
this band system of BiBr is probably 
where the "^^  (0"^ ) is the ground state dissociating intc 
Bi( '^ S>V^  ) + ';'( 'P-^/i. ) atoms a:ad ^TJiO'^') is t^ .e upper 
state dissociating iiito Bi( S^^ ) + Br( P|/ ) atoms. 
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